Abstract
Introduction
Resolution [20] is a decision procedure for classical propositional and first-order logic claimed to be m achine oriented. However, the proof of theorems may be slowed or even not finish due to the generation of too much information [28] . This information could either be irrelevant, i.e. when a clause is produced that is not necessary for the proof or redundant, i.e. when the information is already in the database [26] . In classical logics, to overcome such problems subsumption is used to remove redundant information while strategies have been suggested to guide resolution based proofs avoiding irrelevant information. The set of support strategy [28] for example, restricts the application of the resolution rule so that at least one of the parent clauses must be from or derived from the set of support. Unit resolution [27] only allows resolution inferences to take place if at least one of the parent clauses is a unit clause. However, the imposition of such strategies may compromise the completeness of the resolution system, the ideal strategy being efficient while maintaining completeness. For example the set of support strategy is efficient as it restricts *This work was supported partially by an EPSRC PhD Studentship and partially by EPSRC Research Grant GR/K57282 the number of resolution inferences that can be made and completeness can be maintained if the set of support is chosen so the conjunction of clauses not in the set of support is satisfiable. Likewise, given sets of Horn Clauses, unit resolution is a strategy that is both efficient and complete.
Since the resolution principle was first suggested, extensions to more exotic logics such as temporal logics [15] have been proposed [l, 5, 231 . Temporal logics have been used for the specification and verification of properties of concurrent systems, see for example [2, 12, 14, 181 . Proof methods have,also been developed for these logics based on tableau [ll, 241, automata [22, 251 and translation [17] . Resolution based methods have the advantage that they are not limited to finite state problems and, as for resolution in classical logics, strategies can be used to reduce the search space. The complexity of such logics is a barrier to efficient proof, for example the complexity of satisfiability of PTL, the logic used in this paper, is PSPACE-complete [21] . Again, this motivates the need for strategies to guide proof search, hopefully avoiding the worst case complexity in many situations.
In this paper we examine the resolution method devised by Fisher [lo] for propositional linear-time temporal logic and we describe a way to reduce the amount of information prior to the application of the temporal resolution rule. Fisher's temporal resolution system depends on three main parts; the translation to a normal form; classical style resolution of formulae that occur within the same state; and temporal resolution over states, of formulae such as Up (always p ) and o~p (eventually ~p ) .
Fisher's method has been shown complete [19] and, as it has just one temporal resolution rule, is particularly suited to mechanization. Unfortunately, even for small problems a large amount of information is generated, motivating the use of an algorithm to remove information irrelevant to temporal resolution.
In the rest of the paper we describe propositional temporal logic (PTL), §2, and explain Fisher's resolution system in more detail, $3. We present an algorithm to remove irrelevant information before the application of the temporal resolution rule and mention completeness and complexity issues in $4. In $5
we give experimental results showing in most cases a reduction in the time for this part of the procedure.
Finally in '$6 we present our conclusions.
A Linear temporal logic
Here we summarise the syntax and semantics of the logic used and describe the normal form required for the resolution method.
Syntax and semantics
The logic used in this paper is Propositional Temporal Logic (PTL), in which we use a linear, discrete model of time with finite past and infinite future. PTL may be viewed as a classical propositional logic augmented with both future-time and past-time temporal operators. 
The full syntax and semantics of PTL will not be presented here, but can be found in [lo] .
2.2
Formulae in PTL can be transformed to a normal form, Separated Normal Form (SNF) [lo] , which is the basis of the resolution method used in this paper.
While the translation from an arbitrary temporal formula to SNF will not be described here, we note that such a transformation preserves satisfiability and SO any contradiction generated from the formula in SNF implies a contradiction in the original formula. Formulae in SNF are of the general form Here ka, Zb, and Z are literals. The outer ' 0' operator, that surrounds the conjunction of rules is usually omitted. Similarly, for convenience the conjunction is dropped and we consider just the set of rules Ri. We note a variant on SNF called merged-SNF (SNF,) [lo] used for combining rules by applying the following transformation.
The right hand side of the rule generated may have to be further translated into Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF), if either F or G are disjunctive, to maintain the general SNF rule structure.
The resolution procedure
Here we present a review of the temporal resolution method [lo] . The clausal temporal resolution method consists of repeated applications of both 'step' and 'temporal' resolution on sets of formulae in SNF, together with various simplification steps. The step and temporal resolution rules are applied until either a contradiction has been detected or no new resolvents can be generated. Completeness of the resolution procedure has been shown in [19] .
3.1
Step resolution ' Step' resolution consists of the application of standard classical resolution rule to formulae representing constraints at a particular moment in time, together with simplification rules for transferring contradictions within states to constraints on previous states. Simplification and subsumption rules are also applied.
Pairs of initial 0-rules, or global 0-rules, may be resolved using the following (step resolution) rule where C1 and Cz are both last-time formulae or both start.
C1 +
Once a contradiction within a state is found using step resolution, the following rule can be used to generate extra global constraints.
O P + false start =+ 1 P Otrue + 1 P This rule states that if, by satisfying P in the last moment in time a contradiction is produced, then P must never be satisfied in any moment in time. The new constraints therefore represent 0 l P The step resolution process terminates when either no new resolvents are derived, or false is derived in the form of one of the following rules. the definition of such a rule non-trivial and further the translation from PTL to SNF will have removed all but the outer level of 0-operators. So, resolution will be between a 0-rule and a set of rules that together imply an 0-formula which will contradict the +-rule. Thus, given a set of rules in SNF, then for every rule of the form L + 01 temporal resolution may be applied between this 0-rule and a set of global 0-rules, which taken together force 1 1 always to be satisfied. The temporal resolution rule is given by the following 
Reducing the rule-set
As the application of the temporal resolution is the most expensive part of the algorithm it is on this we concentrate. Algorithms for applying the temporal resolution rule are given and compared in [7] . We note that even for small problems, such as the list of valid temporal formulae found in [14] , large sets of rules are generated making the search for loops costly.
In this section we describe an algorithm that removes rules, prior to the application of one of the loop search algorithms without affecting the completeness of the overall method. This is known as rule reduction. The motivation being that the time taken for rule reduction will be offset by the reduced time required to perform loop search.
IIn previous presentations of this rule two resolvents are given. However only the resolvent given here is necessary for completeness, so for simplicity we omit the other resolvent. To get the required "looping" the literal a appears on both the left and right hand sides of rules in R and the proposition c and its negation both occur on the left hand sides of rules in R2. Finally 1 1 , the literal in which we are looking for a loop, should occur on the right hand side of rules and may occur on the left but its negation, I , should not occur at all.
The idea behind the algorithm is that, given a set of global 0-rules we want to be able to delete rules that we know will not form part of the loop before actually detecting the loop itself. For example if we are resolving with 011, given the rule Ox + a and the rule-set R above, as there are no rules with lx on the left hand side or x on the right hand side we can ignore this rule for the purposes of loop search.
The deletion of the rule 0 ( a A c) + a however from rule-set R, means that no loop can be detected in the remaining rules. The deletion of a rule crucial to the loop is avoided by noting that there is a rule in R with l e on the left hand side to correspond with the c on the left side of this rule (or a c on the right hand side). Similarly the deletion of O a j 1 1 means that no loop can be detected from the set of rules remaining in R. To avoid this we allow 7 1 (the literal in which we are looking for a loop) to appear anywhere and again make sure that such a rule is only deleted if we can't find an a on the right hand side or -vi on the left hand side of any rule in R.
Definitions
We assume that rules are in their simplest forms, i.e. all negations are pushed through to propositions and simplified and that all step resolution possible has been carried out. A positive proposition is a proposition not in the scope of any negations and a negative 2We could actually perform resolution on the left hand side of two of these rules to produce a rule O a + a and thus an equivalent loop 00. + a A 4 but in general doing this in practice produces a much larger rule-set.
proposition is a proposition in the scope of one negation. For example in the rule a and d are positive propositions and b and c are negative propositions.
Let C+,C-,R+ and 8-be multi-sets of propositions defined as follows. Throughout, we only consider global 0-rules.
C+ is the multi-set of propositions that occur positively on the left hand side of the set of rules.
C-is the multi-set of propositions that occur negatively on the left hand side of the set of rules.
R+ is the multi-set of propositions that occur positively on the right hand side of the set of rules.
E-is the multi-set of propositions that occur negatively on the right hand side of the set of rules.
The rule reduction algorithm
Let us assume we are trying to resolve with and the set of global-0 rules in SNF having performed all the step resolution possible is R.
1.

2.
3.
4.
.
If 2 occurs in a rule on the right or left hand side delete the rule.
Create the empty multi-sets C+,C-,%+ and %-.
For each rule r E R in turn, add a proposition to the relevant multi-set for each proposition occurring in r as follows. Remove the proposition 1 from any of the multisets C+, C-,%+ or RI-.
Remove rules as follows. If p is in %-and p is not a member of 2-then delete all rules with p occurring negatively on the right hand side, delete all occurrences of p from R-and delete a copy of the other propositions occurring in these rules in their respective multi-sets.
6. Repeat step 5 until no more rules can be deleted.
We delete any rules containing 1 (step 1) as we are looking for a loop in 4. Recall that we assume that all the step resolution possible has been carried out.
The right hand side of each SNF, rule in the loop implies 1 1 so 1 may not appear on the right hand side of a rule that is combined to make this loop. The proposition 1 is removed from the multi-sets (step 4) as we are looking for a loop in -1. Given the rules 0 a + a , O a + 7 1 that together form the loop O a + aA-1, we don't want 1 to occur only in the multi-set 8-and thus delete the latter rule. Further it does not matter if 7 1 happens to appear in some rules on the left hand side as we know the right hand side of each rule implies 7 1 any way. We use multi-sets and adjust these sets when a rule is deleted to avoid having to re-calculate C+, C-,R+ and %-after every deletion. For example assume we are looking for a loop in 1 1 from the rules Firstly we build the multi-sets C+, C-, W , and %-taking each rule in turn. In rule 1, a occurs positively on the left hand side so we add a to the multi-set C+ and w occurs positively on the right hand side so we add w to %+. The four multi-sets are C+ = { a } , C-= {}, %+ = {w}, and %-= {}. In rule 2 , b occurs positively on the left hand side so we add b to the multi-set C+ and w occurs negatively on the right hand side so we add w to %-. The four multi-sets are C+ = { a , b}, C-= {}, %+ = {w}, and %-= {w}. We continue as above until we have processed all the rules and, having deleted any occurrences of I , we obtain the four multi-sets C+ = { a , b, c, c, c } , C-= { a , b}, %+ = {w, c, e}, and %-= {w, a , b}. Each multi-set contains propositions of a particular type. For example the %+ multi-set tells us that the proposition w occurs positively on the right hand side of a rule (rule 1) and that c occurs positively on the right hand side of two rules (rules 4 and 5).
When carrying out deletions, starting with C+ we see a and b are both in C-and c is in %+. Similarly for C-a and b are both in C+. Looking at %+ the proposition c occurs in C+ but w does not occur in C+ so we need to remove all the rules with w in the %+ position and adjust all the other multi-sets. That is, the algorithm tells us that any rule with a positive w on the right hand side can be deleted as it cannot form part of the loop. We see rule 1 is the only rule containing w in a RJE+ position so remove this rule, delete w from %+ and delete an a, that occurs on the left hand side of rule 1, from C+. The rules remaining in our set are rules 2-6 and our four multi-sets are C+ = {b,c,c,c}, C-= { a , b}, %+ = { c , c } , and 8-= {w, a, b } . So, having deleted a rule, propositions may need to be deleted from other multi-sets so that they accurately represent the current set of rules. Then the algorithm can be re-applied and more rules may be deleted.
Looking at 93-w doesn't occur in 2-so we delete any rules with w in a right hand side negative position and delete a copy of any other propositions in these rules. Looking at the rule-set rule 2 is the only rule with iw on the right hand side so we delete this rule leaving rules 3-6, and delete a copy of b from C+. The multi-sets of propositions become = {c, e, e}, 2-= { a , b}, R+ = {c, c}, and R-= {a, b}.
We cannot delete any more rules so the reduced rule-set becomes rules 3-6. We may now use a loop finding algorithm to detect any loops. In this example the loop, from merging rules 3, 4 and 6 and rules 3, 5 and 6, is Reduction Subset of Data
Completeness and complexity
Completeness is shown by proving that any resolvents from the application of the temporal resolution rule can be generated by applying the rule reduction algorithm and then performing temporal resolution and some step resolution. For more details see [6].
The complexity of the algorithm will be considered in the full paper.
Results
A prototype implementation performing the temporal resolution method has been built. The programs are written in SICStus Prolog [4] running under UNIX and timings have been carried out on a SPARCstation 1 using compiled Prolog code. The test data is a set of valid temporal formulae taken from [14] chosen as it provides a reasonably sized collection of small problems to be proved valid. An example of the type of formulae being shown valid (we actually show the negation is unsatisfiable) is
Due to space restrictions the complete set of results is omitted here but can be found in [6], however a summary is given in Table 1 . Table 1 gives the number of eventualities where the time for rule reduction followed by loop finding on the resulting rule-set is less than or equal to, or greater than the original. The figures in brackets are the percentages for these values. The first row of the table gives the figures for the full data set, subsequent rows take subsets of the data. The second row contains the data for all examples where the original rule-set contains more than 10 rules matching the data shown. The third row contains data for all examples where at least one of the timings is greater than 60 milliseconds. The reason we have chosen to isolate these subsets is that for the former we expect rule reduction to be particularly beneficial where the examples are not trivially small, and the latter to exclude any timing inaccuracies that may occur for timings that are very small. The loop search used in each case is Breadth-First Search [8] however another method could be used if desired, see for example those described in [7] .
The timings of the loop searches are a trade off between the overhead required to remove rules from the rule-set plus the loop finding times on a potentially smaller data set, against the time for finding the loop in the full rule-set. The timings we have obtained suggest that rule reduction does help on larger, more difficult rule-sets.
We note it is the same two examples where the time for rule reduction and loop finding is greater than the time for loop finding alone in the subsets of the data labelled (ii) and (iii). The times for these examples for the former are not larger than 30% more than the timings of the latter (in fact the actual figures are 14% and 29%) whereas the gain from using rule reduction on some examples is much greater. For example in one case the time for performing loop search alone is 3; times worse than for finding the loop with rule reduction.
Conclusions and further work 6.1 Conclusions
We have given an algorithm for removing rules irrelevant to the application of Fisher's temporal resolution rule and in more than 80% of the examples tried the times for detecting loops are the same or better than without using this algorithm. If examples with trivially small numbers of rules are ignored then this figure increases to more than 90% of the examples tried.
The algorithm is independent of the type of loop search algorithm being used so an implementation could apply the rule reduction strategy whatever loop search algorithm was chosen. Rule reduction will be most effective in loops that are small in comparison to the size of the rule-set or involve literals that don't often appear in the rest of the rule-set. However, if the loop consists of most of the rule-set or contains literals that appear frequently throughout the rule-set then rule reduction will not be as effective.
Note that we cannot carry out the loop search just by using the sets of propositions we have constructed as we have lost information relating to individual rules which is necessary to ensure that the conditions for a loop are satisfied.
Further work
Although the rule reduction algorithm seems to help us on the small problems we have tested it would be useful to try the algorithm on larger examples. For example it would be interesting to see whether the rule reduction algorithm helps tackle problems that are too large for the original theorem prover.
We have considered parallelising the basic temporal resolution method and several loop search algorithms in [9] . Likewise the rule reduction algorithm could also be parallelised. Firstly the construction of the sets of propositions C+ etc. could be carried out in parallel by splitting the set of rules into n-sets given n processors and constructing the sets of propositions for each subset. Then the totals from each processor must be merged. Finally, the deletion of rules could also be carried out in parallel although care must be taken t o ensure that sets of propositions are maintained correctly.
Related work
Decision procedures based on resolution have been developed for linear-time temporal logics in [l, 5, 231, however in many cases they are unsuitable for implementation either because they only deal with a small number of the temporal operators or because of problems with proof direction due to the large numbers of resolution rules that may be applied.
Subsumption is used and strategies developed to assist resolution theorem provers for classical logics, see for example OTTER [16] . For resolution in temporal logics although subsumption rules are generally used to keep the rule-set as compact as possible the author knows of no strategies developed to guide temporal resolution proofs.
Theorem provers for temporal logic that have been implemented tend to be tableau based, for example DP [Ill and a module that forms part of the Logic Work Bench (LWB) 1131. Model checking systems are also available for example the STeP system [3] which combines both model checking and deductive methods.
